Accurate | Smart | Optimized

processes across the factory

Optimized Packaging
Operations
It all begins with
the right code...

Printing and coding
for Industry 4.0
Systech integrated packaging solutions—your single
source to minimize waste, drive efficiency and
achieve compliance.
Running multiple packaging lines 24/7 demands relentless work to avoid downtime and
issues. Using different equipment and software at various stages of packaging operations
increases the risks of data being inconsistent and systems not communicating effectively.
There’s a simpler solution. The Systech Packaging Intelligence Suite™ optimizes your
packaging processes from message design and coding through pallet labeling. We ensure
all your systems work together to produce the highest quality packaging at the lowest cost.

Data-driven insights expand what’s possible
Your packaging operations generate event data that can drive a wealth of process
improvement opportunities all the way through the supply chain. Systech captures
and stores critical data with minimal effort to give you meaningful intelligence when
you need it, how you need it.
From the very start of deployment, we empower you with digital connectivity
and real-time and historical insight. Leverage actionable data intelligence for
smoother line operations, more strategic decision-making and stronger brand
protection in the marketplace.
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Ensure highquality packaging
and readable,
accurate codes
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Improve operations so
they run as efficiently
as possible with
minimal downtime
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Manage complex
message designs
and data for many
products accurately
and consistently
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Eliminate
incorrectly coded
and packaged
products before
they are created
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Create messages and
code products that
meet retailer and
trading regulations
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Packaging
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Line Control
Optimize coding and
printing processes for
greater uptime,
instant visibility and
maximum OEE

Improve performance at
every stage, on every line
Systech understands the identification and traceability challenges you face
throughout the lifecycle of your products. With more than 17,000 installs under
our belts, we’ve “walked the line” at thousands of manufacturing sites to refine
our digital packaging solution and implementation processes.
Whether you need to optimize operations on a single line or conduct major
rollouts across multiple global sites, we help you streamline printer setup,
simplify and integrate data and label management, and deliver deep insight
for maximum OEE.

Product Coding

Cut your
changeover
duration by

50

%

and save 100s of
hours per year

Ensure your
finished products
are correctly
marked and

100

%

compliant with
regulations

Case Coding

Reduce costs of
manual data entry
and message data
maintenance by up to

90

%

Pallet Print and Apply

On critical lines,
increase production
output by improving
OEE up to

15

%

We ensure the right code
on the right package to:

Achieve
Compliance

Reduce
Waste

Drive
Efficiency

Leverage
Insight

GET CONNECTED
+1 800 847 7123 (toll free)
+1 609 395 8400 (local)
Systech solutions by Markem-Imaje provide packaging coding, product authentication
and traceability to combat counterfeiting and diversion, optimize processes and meet
compliance. Built on decades of Systech experience as the leader in pharmaceutical
serialization and Markem-Imaje’s trusted product identification expertise, our
comprehensive brand protection and packaging intelligence suites deliver accurate
real-time insight, actionable product data and digital connectivity.
Global brands across industries rely on us to keep their products authentic, safe
and connected across the supply chain—from packaging to the consumer’s hands.
Together we are optimizing packaging operations and revolutionizing brand protection!

SystechOne.com
Info@SystechOne.com
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